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Over three-quarters of a century, the Library at the Dance Notation Bureau has
grown from a handful of manuscripts in a filing cabinet into a group of over 2000
scores with their supporting materials, reference books and archives of
organizational records. It is the largest collection of dance scores in the world. As
manager of the Bureau’s website, the Library serves as the public face of the
organization. It is the product of generations of staff and many more volunteers,
dedicated to proving that dance can be written down in graphic language with the
precision necessary to preserve complex artistic intentions, and staged with fidelity
to those intentions. Much more than just a gathering of the work created by
generations of sophisticated Notators, the Library is a demonstration of how
effective the discipline, and the organization, has become. Its materials are vivid
evidence that notation works. This was not always an easy case to make.
The DNB Library now holds records of a majority of the choreography of Doris
Humphrey and Antony Tudor. It has a substantial number of George Balanchine’s
works, and 22 dances by Martha Graham. A large proportion of choreographers
active in classical and modern dance are represented by at least one work. Some
names are Robert Battle, Pina Bausch, Trisha Brown, William Forsythe, Erick
Hawkins, Lin Hwai-Min, Murray Louis, Donald McKayle, Bebe Miller, Mark
Morris, Alwin Nikolais, Yvonne Rainer, Anna Sokolow, Fred Strickler, and Paul
Taylor. Because most of the DNB’s funding has historically come from U.S.
foundations, its commissions concentrate more on American artists than on those
outside the country, but many of these are also included. It holds substantial
recordings of folk and ethnic dance, and even some Pilates, Tai Chi, and yoga
material. It also collects textbooks and scores written in notation systems other
than Labanotation, including Eshkol-Wachmann and Benesh.
The story is familiar. Four skilled, energetic, intellectually ambitious women came
together in 1940 in New York, to compare notes on their separate trainings in
Rudolf Laban’s new graphic language for recording dance, later called
Labanotation, or LN for short. Ann Hutchinson, Helen Priest, Janey Price, and Eve
Gentry resolved to coordinate their work going forward. Together, they enabled the
preservation of an art form. Critic John Martin was at their meeting and announced
the establishment of the Bureau in The New York Times on May 15, 1940, even
before the four women had agreed to take on the responsibility; he called it the
Bureau of Dance Notation. By November the Dance Observer was calling it, with
slightly more elegance, the Dance Notation Bureau [hereafter DNB].
In addition to the groundbreaking innovation, what this project immediately caused
was the accumulation of paper. Dances were being written down in precise detail.
After the first notation course in 1947 there followed more advanced courses in the
system, refinement of the notation principles, and students, alongside their
teachers, capturing the work dancing around them.
And two file drawers filled with what they were all producing.

